
"You can always
start with
Volunteering,
Intern or Part
time in Student
Service on the
campus, which
helps build social
network and
accumulate
experience" 

Student services

sarisfies the passion

and students by

helping students find

their way through life

Student
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Creates a school

community of inclusion,

dignity, multicultural

awareness and

compassion 

A collaborative support

system that helps each

student reach their

academic and

personal  potential 

Students are able to

address any needs

without fear of

discrimination  

Why student 

services is 

helpful for 

students 
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Skills
Required

Special Education

WHAT SERVICES

ARE STUDENT

SERVICES

works with students with

individual education plans (IEP)

helps those students who have

specific learning disabilities 

leads individual and small group

instruction 

Communication skills 

Being an excellent listener

Being comfortable

connecting with different

students daily

Being comfortable with using

different types of

technologies

Being able to adapt to the

environment quickly

Being able to work in person

and online. 

Opportunities
& Challenges 

Working with different students and

learning about their experiences

Making a difference in students' lives

and leading them to the right path

Seeing students grow and succeed. 

learning various ways of using

technologies. 

The number of students is very large

compared to the number of employees

in the student services=, which makes it

challenging to help all students. 

It is challenging to connect to all

students and follow up with them, due

to a large number of students. 

 working with man staff and building a

relationship with them.  

 Challenges:

Requirements 
No specific education or work

background needed

A degree is necessary 

Master of education and

administration 

a good foundation to work in

management level  

having student affairs/leader

background is vital 

understanding and applying

student leadership development

theory is important 

Psychology
helps perform physiological

evaluations 

assist in student placements

where appropriate 

help with intervention assistance

Speech and Hearing
monitor and evaluate students

speech and language needs 

provides therapy for students  

English as a Second Language  
helping students learn to speak,

read and write in English 

work with students privately in

their office or in the classroom 
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